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TEST PLAN/PROCEDURE FOR THE CHECKOUT OF THE
USA CABLE COMMUNICATIONS TEST CONFIGURATION FOR THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY (EMC) TESTS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Test specialists from the United States of America
(USA) and the Soviet Union will conduct a series of EMC
tests in May, 1975 in the Soviet Union. The purpose of the
EMC tests is to determine the effects of the operating
environment of the Soviet spacecraft, Soyuz, upon the
electrical performance of the USA's cable communications
equipment located i^^: Soyuz.
Communications equipment located in Soyuz consists of
a speaker box, two communications carrier headset (CCHS)
assemblies, a television (TV) camera and TV monitor, and
a 16-millimeter (mm) data acquistion camera (DAC). All.
of these items interface into a Soviet furnished "USA J-Box".
The USA J-Box interfaces with the USA docking module (DM)
and command module (CM) spacecraft (when Soyuz is docked
to the CM's DM) via electrical signal and power cables.
These electrical signal and power cables provide 28 volts
direct current (Vdc) power to the USA J-Box, and provide
voice and television signal paths between the USA J-Box
and the CM/DM.
M
`	 An actual CM/DM will clot be available in the Soviet
^5
Union during the EMC tests. Therefore, in order to
evaluate the performance of the USA's cable communications
.equipment. while operating in the Soyuz environment, a
I
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xi simulated ASTP Cable Comm and Audio System Simulator was
'^ designed and constructed.	 This test device interfaces
't with Soyuz via an interface cable. 	 It consists of a
'	 ^	 ^^^ simulated CM and DM audio. system an	 provides a video output
'^^^ from the USA J-Box in Soyuz.. 	 The simulated CM and DM
audio system is used to provide a means of monitoring/
^,, evaluating the performance of all audio equipment in Soyuz. 	 ^
y
The video out ut is used to	 rovide a means of monitorin / 	 'P	 P	 g
!^-°^' evaluating the performance of the TV equipment located
in Soyuz.
6
The test procedure provided herein, first contains a
j brief description of the ASTP ^ab1e Comm and Audio System
Simulator and the USA cable communications system in
- Soyuz.	 Also included are the test objectives, pretest
^^	 ^^ activities,. and the test procedures necessary to check out
'^ all equipment associated with the EMC tests.
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2.0 S;'STEM DESCRIPTION
This system description contains a brief description
of power requirements for the EMC test configurations, a
brief description of the ASTP Cable Comm and Audio System
Simulator, and a description of the USA cable communicate
tions in Soyuz.	 r
2.1 SYSTEM POWER REQUIREMENTS
^^
The system power requirements can best be understood
by referring to figure 1. As shown, there are a total of
four power supplies required. Note that Power Supply 2
furnishes power to all the U5A cable communications
equipment located in Soyuz, and that the power is controlled
within the ASTP Cable Comm and Audio System Simulator.
The power supplies shown will he furnished by the Soviets
during the EMC tests in the Soviet Union. 	 -^
2.2 ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
A block diagram of the ASTP Cable Comm and Audi
.System Simulator (hereafter called . the Simulator) is shown
i^c figure 2. The Simulator consists primarily of a CM
type audio center and three control panels, two of which
are CM type control panels (Panels Es and 9)	 Within the
Simulator is a simulated DM area consisting of microphone,
earphone, TV, and VHF/FM transmitter jacks.
_	 .f	 ^
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Power is supplied externally to the Simulator via
one power supply. A second power supply which furnishes
power to the USA cable communications system in Soyuz is
controlled within the Simulator. Another feature of the
Simulator is that all wiring interfacing with Soyuz is
fused. This is to protect all Soyuz spacecraft wiring in
the event an electrical short should occur during the	
x^ 
-.
EMC tests.
2.3 USA CABLE COMMUNICATIONS IN SOYUZ
(OR TEST EQUIVALENT MOCKUP)
A block diagram of the USA cable communications in
Soyuz is shown in figure 3. The system is comprised of
a cable link to the USA J-Box, and from the USA J-Box,
the audio, TV, and movie camera equipment are connected.
The audio equipment consists of a speaker box and two
CCHS assemblies. TV equipment consists of a TV camera
and a TV monitor. The movie camera is denoted a 16-mm DAC.
The performance of this equipment will be
evaluated during the EMC tests. .All evaluations will be
made outside Soyuz via the Simulator.
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`` 3.0
	
TEST OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the following test procedures are
^^ intended to perform three distinctively different tasks.
t
When all of these tasks have been accomplished, the EMC
^^:^
test system will be ready for evaluating the performance
- of the USA cable communications system while opeY'ati^cg iia
f
^ the Soyuz environment. ^^-:<t
9 e-a's''
The first test {see section 5.1) wilt check the
' operation of the ^amulator.	 Successful checkout of the
second test will assure that the Simulator and the USA J-Box
r	 '~ (as a system) are ready to interface with the USA commun-
cations equipment located in Soyuz (or the test equivalent
mockup).	 The third test is a preliminary or "dry run" of -
' the EMC tests prior. to operating the USA cable communica- y;,
^^	 ^, tions system in the Soyuz environment.
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4.0
	
PRETEST' ACTIVITIES
:k}
;^	 ^ The pretest activities consist of gathering and r
setting up all required equipment to support the tests
m	 ^	 - that are set forth in this document and of verifying . the
proper operation of aii supperi ei{upitteiit riot	 itciuucd ^	 _`
in section 5.0 of this document.
^" ^'^
--;'`" 4.1
	 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
_ :
	
,^
The equipment required to perform the required tests
., is listed in figure 4.	 Note that there are seventy-five
^ items; items 23 and 25
	 (tools and spare parts) are not
fully required to perform the tests, however, .they will -	 ^^
be necessary in case of equipment malfunctions.
a
^ ^	
^
'4.2
	 OPERATIONAL VERIFICATION OF SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ._	 ^
The operational verification of support equipment
^- includes primarily all .active devices not tested in
section 5.0.	 They. are as follows	 (reference figure 4):
3
.
Equipment Item.	 Figure 4 List No.
4	 ^Y
Audio Recorder	 57 and 75
Scope	 Ss `	 ^
RMS Voltmeter	 59
^^
,;; Scope	 60
^
l`
' i DC-to-AC Converter	 61
f Black and White TV Monitor	 62
Black and White Video Tape Recorder {VTR) 	 63
Speaker	 64
;.,
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5.0 TEST PROCEDURE
This section provides procedures to test (or checkout)
three primary categories/items of the EMC test system.
The successful completion of the first procedure (section 5.1)
assumes that the ASTP Cable Com^^i and Audio System Simulator
is operating properly. Completion of the second procedure
(section 5.2) confirms that the integration of the ASTP
Cable Comm and Audio System Simulator with the Soyuz
Interface Cable and the USA J-Box is correct, and that the
USA cable communications equipment is ready to interface
with the USA J-Box. The third procedure (section 5.3)
integrates and operates the entire cable communications
with all the EMC terminal test devices. Section 5.3 also
provides baseline data so that the operation_of the system
can be compared with its operation inside the Soyuz
environment.
5.1 SYSTEM CHECKOUT OF ASTP CABLE COMM
AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
1. Configure the ASTP Cable Comm and Audio System Simulator
(hereafter celled. the Simulator) per table I.
2. Remove the FUSE panel cover from .the Simulator.
3. Verify/install fuses in fuse holder F1 through F19 per
table II.
4. Soviet power interface checks.:
a. Measure and verify the following direct current
(dc) power supply sources. Use a volt-ohm . meter
as specified in figure 5.
5-1
f
..	 .._	 .	 .	 .
_	 ._	 _	 ._	 _
^. _-
a
,,^^^ •	 Power Supply 1:	 28 ± 1 volts do (Vdc),
1.5 ampere capability.
•	 Power Supply 2:	 283 ^'dc, 4.0 ampere capability.
^^^	 is ,. 5.	 If the above voltages are within. the specified limits,
t
configure per figure 5, making sure that output power
,;^,
. is removed from Power Supplies 1 and 2.
6.	 Apply 28 Vdc power to Power Supplies 1 and 2.
f
^:-^
^.
.:	 ^ r ^^
r^^
.
7.	 Using the volt-ohm meter specified in figure 5, verify
^'"
,. ^w	 y.^.-
the voltages at the test points specified in table III '
under column entitled, "Voltage Measurements with
28 Vdc Audio and Soyuz Interface 28-Vdc Power Circuit
Breakers OFF".
8.	 Switch the 28-Vdc Audio and the Soyuz Interface
_._
28-Vdc circuit breakers to the ON position.
_	 ^
}
`^ 9.	 Using the volt-ohm meter specified in figure 5,
^`
^^ verify the voltages at the test points specified in
^+ table III under column entitled, "Voltage Measurements m
r^ with '28 Vdc Audio and Soyuz. Interface 28-Vdc: Power
{	 ^ Circuit Breakers ON".
F lU.	 Setthe SUIT POWER switch on Panel 6 to the ONr.
position.	 Connect the ASTP CCU Test Unit to J647.
Using the volt-ohm meter specified in figure 5,
verify the voltages at the test points specified in
table IV.	 Turn SUIT FOWER switch to OFF upon
^,rt	 :.
.completion of table . IV me^.surements. :^'
5.
^_
'^^ 11.	 Repeat step 10, except connect the communications
4s carrier umbilical (CCU)_ est unit to J646, and
.	 utilize Panel 10.
^:
5 - 2
;,
I;
•.`
^.	 ^ ".	 ^.
x.._.^
'+
^^
r``^ 	 12. Repeat step 10, except connect the ASTP CCU Test
^^	 Unit to J645, and utilize Panel 9.
''	 13. Apply resistive loads as specified in table V.
E'^	 ; ',	 14. Set POWER selector switches to AlJDIO on Cont'^°ol
^^	 Panels 6, 9, and 10.
^^ ^	 ^	 ' 15. Configure the ASTP CCU Test Unit the oscilloscope,
i
^:	 ^^^
i
and the rms voltmeter as shown in figure 6.
	
All
a
measurements shall: be determined from the rms voltmeter.
16. Connect the ASTP CCU Test Unit to J645(9) of the
Simulator.
17. Measure and record the voltages at the test points
specified in table VI for those controls associated
with Panel 9.
,.
18. Connect the ASTP CCU Test Unit to J646(10) of the 	 '
Simulator.
19.
r
Measure and record the voltage at the test points
specified in table VI for those controls associated
with Panel 10.
20. Connect the ASTP CCU Test^Unit to J647(6)^ of the
`:
Simulator.
21. Measure and record the voltages at the test points
specified in table VI for those controls associated
with. Panel 6.
22. Configure per figure 7.
23. Remove the 2.8K ohm load from 'the ASTP CCU Test
• Unit's MIKE jack.
24. Make and record all measurements as specified in
table VLI.
5 --3
r	
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t
t	 ^	 f.
'`.;i	 25. Reconfigure per table I and figure 8.
26. Don the CCHS's on three people.
_^
't
27. Note the position of the MODE switch on each of the
r^	^,'	 control panels. Refer to table IX, and operate the
;^
	
	
MODE switches in the desired position, noting that
each condition operates properly by utilizing the
headsets and the oscilloscope.
28. Ensure that the MODE switches on each control panel
are in the INTERCOM/PTT position.
29. Refer to table X, and operate the switches in the
sequence and positions shown. Observe that the
requirements are met as specified in the table. 	 i '
30. Configure the control. panels per table I.
31. This completes the checkout of the ASTP Cable Comm
and Audio System Simulator.
_-
S.2 CHECKOUT OF THE USA CABLE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
FOR EMC TEST PREPARATION
,;
.NOTE: Prior to performing this checkout, the test, 	 '=^
System Checkout of ASTP Cable Comm and Audio System
Simulator (section 5.1), should be performed.
1. Verify that the following Soviet furnished direct 	 ^`^
current (dc) power supply sources have voltages within 	 °^
the tolerances specified.
a. .Power .Supply 1: 28 ± 1 Vdc, 1.5 . ampere capacity.
	
	 ^;{
b. Poster Supply Z: 28+ 3 Vdc, 3.6 ampere capacity.
5-4
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^	 '
c. Power Supply 3: 24 Vdc to 27 Vdc, 4.0 ampere
"^	 capacity.
^'^
	1	 d. Power Supply 4: 12 Vdc, 3.0 ampere capacity.
	
` "'`^'	 2. If the above voltages are within the specified limits,
configure the ASTP Cable Comm and Audio System
Simulator (hereafter called the Simulator) per table I.	 ^
.^,^
^..--^ a '
3. Configure the system per figure 9, using Soyuz Inter-
	 E
face cable, SN1001.
'	 j
	'^	 4. Refer to table XI and perform the continuity checks
_
	
	
as specified. Before starting the checks, ensure that
the output power is removed from Power Supplies 1 ,
	
;^	 and 2.
i
,,	 5. Set the Simulator's SOYUZ INTERFACE 28-Vdc circuit
^"	 ^	 breaker to OFF.
6. Remove the Simulator ' s fuse panel cover and remove xhe 	 ^'
^	 ^	 following fuses: F1, F2, F7, F12, F15, F16, F17,
F18, F19.
,•
7. Measure and record the resistance between one terminal
	^	 of the fuse socket and the ASTP cable coimnunications
	
r	 _
Test Unit no. 3 terminals as_ specified in table XII.
i
8. Reinstall the fuses removed in step 6 and reinstall
the fuse panel cover. 	 ^^{^
9. Refer to fable XIII and perform the indicated voltage
^^	 checks. Before beginning, ensure that 28-Vdc power is
^.
.available at the outputs of Power ' Supplies 1 and 2.
	
'' ff	 10. Remove power from the outputs of Power Supplies I
	
1	 and 2^
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*.' 11. Set the Simulator's SOYUZ INTERFACE 28-Vdc circuit
,^
breaker to OFF.
^'
^	 ^(
,f
12. Configure per figure 10.
ffi :
 ^ ' 13. Refer to table XIV and perform the continuity checks
as specified.	 Record the data.
^.	 ^^.^ 14. Apply power at the outputs of Power Supplies 1 and 2.
wY 15. :tefer to table XV and perform the voltage checks as^s
specified.	 Record the data.
E 16. Signal Crosstalk Measurements. —Signal crosstalk tests
will consist of applying a zero dBm, 1 kHz, sine wave
signal to each pair of properly loaded audio and TV
signal lines and measuring the resulting crosstalk
s on every other pair of audio and TV signal lines
F	 ^,, which have been properly terminated.	 The resulting^ ,
;.. crosstalk signal must fall below established limits.
Procedure. —The following procedure will be utilized
to test for signal crosstalk. 	 `y
^"
•	 The J-Box power switches will be in the OFF position
,^
and the Simulator circuit breakers will be in the
OFF position.
I
•	 The tests will be conducted between the Simulator
interface connectors, DM TV and J647{6),..and the
USA J-Box connectors, AUDIO 1 and the TV SIGNAL
jack .
^^ •	 The test equipment will he capable of providing a
fO=dBm 1-kHz si^.e wave signal from a balanced
^ } (floating) 600-ohm source into the Simulator inter-'
face connectors, DM TV and.J647(10)
	
(via ASTP
CCU Test Unit at J647(10)).	 The testing. will be
5-fi
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conducted with a balanced (floating) 600-ohm load
connected to J-Box connector, AUDIO 1 (via the
` ^ ASTP CCU Test Unit) and the end of the TV SIGNAL
^'
jack.	 The measuring device (voltmeter) and 600-ohm
load will be of the floating type (ungrounded)
^.;
•
and will be connected to the Simulator interface
connectors DM TV and J647(6}	 (via the ASTP CCU
^^^ Test Unit at J647(6)).
fr
^" ` ^ ^ 
,,^
•	 Typical test setup for measuring audio and TV
signal line crosstalk is shown in figure 11.
^^^ •	 The individual test steps are shown in table XVI.
•	 The measured crosstalk will be at least. 50 dB
. below the applied signal level.
,,:,,' 	 ^ 17. Repeat step 3 except use Soyuz interface cable,	 a-
SN 1001.	 _ '
^, ^
18. Repeat step 4 through 11 and step 16 using Soyuz
^'
^
t
^ interface cable, SN 1001.„'
^^
,
-
^	 4^—
19. This completes the test "CHECKOUT OF THE USA CABLE
E
-	 ^ COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FOR EMC TEST. PREPARATION."
G
'`;
5.3	 CHECKOUT OF EMC TEST SYSTEM 	 `'
^^ 1. Configure audio system simulator and test equipment
per figure 4 (figure 1 of document no. USA-WG4-:658)
^ ^ by performing the following steps:
^:
a.	 Set all equipment power switches to OFF
-- b.	 Set audio system simulator switches according to
table L .
`;
.A
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Conn ct all items as shown in fi ure 4 with thec.
	
	 e	 g
exception of:
• DC power sources
• Soyuz interface cable
• Terminal devices and cables at USA J-Box
2. Connect power to audio system simulator and test equip-
ment by performing the following steps:
a. Turn on do power sources; verify proper voltages
and polarity using a volt-ohm meter.
• Power supply 1: Z8 ± I Vdc, 1.5 amp capability
• Power supply Z: 28±3 Vdc, 4.0 amp capability
• Power supply 3: 12 ± 1 Vdc, 3.0 amp capability
• Power supply 4: 24-27 Vdc 4.0 amp capability
b. 1f above voltages are within the specified Limits,
remove output power and connect power sources
per figure 4.
c. Apply do power to audio system simulator ..and to
test equipment.
3. Configure audio system simulator by setting the Listed
controls as follows:
a. Audio center Z8 Vdc circuit breaker to ON.
b. Panel 6:
• S-band	 T/R
• S-band volume	 5
• Pawer	 Audio
• Master volume	 5
• Intercom	 T/R
• Intercom volume 5
• SUit power	 ON
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c. Panel 9:
• Power	 Audio.
• Master volume
	 5
• Intercom	 T/R
• Intercom volume 5
• Suit power	 ON
d. Panel 10:
• Power	 Audio
• Master volume
	 5
• Intercom	 RCV
• Intercom volume 5
^.
e. Conduct communications check between Panel^^^
(J645) and Panel 6 (J647); verify reception on
-	 Panel 10 (J646) earphone.
f. Set Panel 6 suit power to OFF; disconnect CCHS/CCU
assembly from J647.
4. Configure Soyuz eczzivalent by performing the following
steps:
a. Verify Soyuz interface 28-Vdc circuit-breaker in
OFF position.
b. Set USA J-Box. and terminal device switches as
follows
• J-Box:
Audio power_
	 OFF
TV F, utility power OFF
e„,.,,i^...,. L,._..
^^
s.
i
• TV camer^^, Linear
Master
Average
• TV monitor:	 OFF
c. Connect Soyuz interface cable to Soyuz equivalent
system per figure 4. (P3 to J3)
d. Connect terminal. devices to USA J-Box per figure 4
	 iF
in the following sequence:
• Assemble CCHS/CCU/T-adapter and connect to
AUDIO 1
• Connect speaker box to AUDIO 2
• Assemble DAC/power cable/adapter and connect to
UTILITY POWER connector
• Assemble functional TV/cable/adapter and
connect to TELEVISION SIGNAL and. POWER connectors.
5. Power up remaining test equipment by performing the
following steps:
a. Turn on all continuously povrared test equipment.
Allow warmup prior to proceeding. 	 ^
b. .Set Soyuz interface 28-Vdc circuit breaker to ON.
6. Carry out series 1 measurements in accordance with
.USA-WG4-658 by performing the following steps:
NOTE: The acceptability of the measurements and
observed results will be based on subjective
evaluation and engineering judgment.. No quanti-
tative limits are set.
a. Set USA J-Box.-and terminal device switches as
follows:
• J-box:
Audio power	 ON
TV and utility power
	 ON
5=10
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^,
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•, "
^' •	 TV monitor:	 ON
a	 r
^	 ^"^ •	 Audio system simulator
^`	 !	 ^^ Panel 6 MODE:	 Intercomm/PTT
r	
^!
^,^ ^ b. Adjust TV lens .zoom, iris and focus for acceptable
video output.	 Adjust mini-monitor for good
display.	 '
^^
-	
.
c. Simultaneously conduct audio and TV measurements
^4,.^^;
in accordance with tables I and II of USA-WG4-658.
d. Set speaker box power to ON. 	 Adjust volume while
giving test count from Panel 9.
^ e. Hold or lock speaker box key to transmit.
f. Repeat audio measurements.
^ g• O erate DAC	 24 frames second	 and 35mm flashP	 ^	 /	 )
and repeat audio and TV measurements.
,.
^^ h. Release speaker box key and repeat audio measure-
ments while operating DAC.
^3
^^ 7.	 Carry out audio quality evaluation in accordance with
^^
^t USA-WG4-658 by performing the following steps:
'^
l
a. Remove CCU from audio system simulator J646 and
replace with ASTP CCU test unit.
b. Remove audio recorder input cable S-AU-1 from
{ PANEL 818 MIKE and connect to ASTP CCU Test Unit
EARPHONE.	 Record during steps 7c and 7d.
^:
'	 ^ c. .Conduct communications check between Panel 9 and
USA J-Box using both CCHS and keying XMIT^
.	 d. Repeat communications check using speaker box,
keying XMIT.
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.
i
e. Turn off speaker box power and audio power on
J-Box.
f. Disconnect speaker box from AUDIO 2 and connect 	 ^-
OTHER speaker box. Turn on audio power on J-Box
and speaker box power.
g. Repeat 7d.	 t<'
	8. Power down and diss.ssemble equipment by performing	 ^:'
the following steps:
a. Set terminal device switches as follows: 	 ^ ^'
• TV monitor	 OFF
• Speaker box power 	 OFF
;^
b. Set USA J-Box switches as follows:
• Audio power
	 OFF
.	
6
•	 TV and utility power	 OFF
^:^,	 ^ c. Set Soyuz interface 28-Vdc circuit breaker to OFF.
,^^
d. Configure audio system simulator_in accordance
^^ with table I.^^;,
^..
e. Set all test equipment power switches • to OFF,	 3
F ^ f . 'Turn off the do power sources . 3
g. Disconnect and disassemble all equipment.	 Hand e	 ^
individual items as required..
^S< c
s ^
'
3.
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Panel No./ Switch/Control Position Panel No./ Switch/Control PositionFunction Function
9 Mode PTT 6 Power OFF
VOX Sens 1 Master Volume 1
Pad Comm Switch OFF Intercom Switch OFF
Pad Comm Volume 1 Intercom Volume 1
S-Band Switch OFF VHF/AM Switch OFF
S-Band Volume 1 VHF/AM Volume 1
Audio Control NORM
Suit Power OFF 10 Mode PTT
VHF RNG NORM. VOX Sens Fully CCW
Power OFF Master Volume Fully CCW
Master Volume 1 Power OFF
Intercom Switch OFF Suit Power OFF
Intercom Volume 1 Intercom Volume Fully CCW
VHF/AM Switch OFF Intercom Switch OFF
.VHF/AM Volume 1 Phone/Mike Conn OFF
Audio Control NORM
6 Mode PTT.
VOX Sens 1 Soyuz 28 Vdc Power OFF
Pad Comm Switch OFF Interface Circuit Breaker
Pad Comm Volume 1
S-Band Switch OFF. 28 Vdc 28 Vdc PowerPower Circuit Breaker OFFS-Band Volume 1	 - Audio^Center
Audio Con rol NORM
Suit Power OFF
J
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*{	 TABLE I.- CONFIGURATION OF THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR FOR INITIAL CHECKS
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TA$L$ II. - $USE pAN$L CONFIGURATION
FOR THE ASTP ^A$LE COMM AND.
k	 AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
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'	 TABLE III. — ASTP CABLE COMA'I AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR.'S POWER CHECKS 	 'i
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Measurement
Voltage measurement, Vdc, Voltage measurement, Vdc,
Test Point with 28-Vdc Audio and with 28-Vdc Audio andSoyuz Interface 28-Vdc Soyuz Interface 28-Vdc
• circuit breakers OFF circuit breakers ON
Audio Center Outputs to CM
VHF/FM XMTR (Red +, B1k -) 0 0
S-Band XMTR (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Recorder (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Docking . Module
TV (Center Pin +, Shield -) 0 0
ACE Output to '.VHF/FM XMTR
(Red. . +,	 Blk
	
-} 0 0
Audio
Panel 811
Mike (Red +, B1k -) 0 0
Phone (Red +, B1k -) 0 0
Panel 81.8
Mike (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Phone (Red +, Blk -) 0 p
Soyuz. Interface •
TV (Center Pin +, Shield -) 0 0
Multipin Connector'
Pin 3 (-), and a1T other pins
iYidicated below to be +:
Z
^ 28+4
4 0 p'3
5 0 0
_	
_	 _	 _	 _
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TABLE ILI. - ASTP CABLE COP^IM AND AUDIO SXSTEM SIMULATOR'S POWER CHECKS (Continued)
rn
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•	 1.
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^
Measurement
Voltage measurement, Vdc, Voltage measurement, Vdc,
Test Pointe with 28-Vdc Audio and with 28-Vdc Audio andSoyuz Interface 28-Vdc. Soyuz Interface 2$-Vdc
circuit breakers OFF circuit breakers ON
6 0 0
7 0 0
8 0 0
9 0 0
10 0 0^
11 0 0
12 0 0
13 0 0
14 0 0
15 0 0
16 0 0
17 0 0
18 0 0
19 0 0
ASTP CCU Test Unit Connected
_to J645
SUIT/CHASSIS GND (+),
.Simulator Ground Symbol (-) 0 0
PTT XA1IT (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Mike Power
Left (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Right (Red +, BIk -) 0 _	 0
Mike (Red +, BIk -) 0 0
Eaxphone (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
ASTP CCU Test Unit Connected
to J646
SUIT/CHASSIS.. GND (+), 0 0
Simulator Ground Symbol (-)
Measurement
Voltage measurement, Vdc, Voltage measurement, Vdc,
Test Point. with 28-Vdc Audio and with 28-Vdc Audio-andSoyuz Interface 28-Vdc Soyuz Interface 28-Vdc
circuit. breakers OFF circuit breakers CN
PTT XMIT (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Mike Power
Left (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Right -(Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Mike (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Earphone (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
ASTP CCU Test Unit Connected
to J647
SUIT/CHASSIS GND (+);
Simulator Ground Symbol (-) 0 0
PTT XMIT (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Mike Power
Left (Red +, Blk -) 0 p
Right (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
Mike (Red +, Blk -) ^	 0 0
Earphone (Red +, Blk -) 0 0
TABLE IV.— ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR'S
UMBILICAL CONNECTOR POWER CHECKS WITH
SUIT POWER APPLIED
Test Point Measurement, Vdc
PTT XMIT (Red +, Blk -) p
Mike Power
Left	 (Red +, Blk -) 28 + 1
Right
	 (Red +, Blk -) 28 + 1
Mike (Red +, Blk -) p	 ,
Earphone (Red +, Blk -) p
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'	 TABLE V.— ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
^'	 SIMULATED ELECTRICAL LOADS
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Termination
Point
Resistive
Load,. Ohm
Earphone* 600
Mike* 2.8K
Audio Center Outputs to
VHF/AM XMTR 600
S-Band XMTR 600
Recorder lOK
Docking Module ACE
Output to VHF/FM XMTR 600
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TABLE VI.— MEASUREMENTS TO DETERMINE QUIESCENT CONDITIONS OF
THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
Initial Conditions	 Configure per table I, and then set POWER selec'-
tor switches to AUDIO on Control Panels 6, 9, and 10
Panel
No.
Switch/
Control.. Position
Test
point
Measurement
Criteria Data
9 Mode Sw. INT/PTT
Vox Sens 9
Padd Comm Sw. T/R
(VHF/FM)
S-Band Sw. T/R'
Intercom. Sw. T/R
VHF/AM Sw. T/R
Intercom Vol. 9
Master Vol. 9 ASTP CCU Test Unit
Earphone <-15 dBm dBm
< 53 mVrms mVrmsMike
S-Band Vol. 9 Audio Center Outputs
to CM
S-Band Xmtr <-30 dBm dBm
<-30 dBm dBmVHF/AM Xmtr
< 0.1 Vrms VrmsRecorder
6 Mode Sw. INT/PTT
Vox Sens 9 `
Padd Comm Sw. T/R
(VHF/FM) '
S-Band Sw. T/R
Intercom Sw. T/R .
VHF/AM Sw. T/R
. Intercom Vol. 9
Master Vol. 9	 ..ASTP CCU Test Unit
Earphone
Mike
<-15 dBm dBm
< 53 mVrms mVrms
S-.Band Vol. 9 Audio Center Outputs
to CM
VHF/AM Vol. 9 S-Band XmtrVHF/AM Xmtr
<-30 dBm dBm
<-30 dBm .dBm
Recorder < 0.1 Vrms Vrms
Padd Comm Vol 9 Docking Module
ACE Output to
<-30 dBm dBmVHF/Fbi Xmtr
10 Mode Sw. INT/PTT
Vox Sens Fully CW
Intercom Sw. TR
Intercom.Vo'l. Fully CW
Master Vol. Fully CW ASTP CCU Test Unit
Earphone
Mike
<-1.5 dBm dBm;
<-53 mVrms mVrms
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TABLE VII.— MEASUREMENTS TO DETERMINE D`ii^AMIC PERFORMANCE OF
THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYS'iEM SIMULATOR
Initial £onditions: Configure per table VI and short PTT Xmit
Jacks on ASTP CCU Test Unit.
ASTP CCU
Tent Uniz
Connected To
Measurement
Criteria Data
J645	 (9)
J646	 (10)
J647(6)
ASTP CCU Test Unit
Earphone
Audio Center Outputs
to CM
S-Band. Xmtr
.VHF/AM Xmtr
Recorder
,ASTP CCU Test Unit
Earphone
Audio Center Outputs
to CM
Recorder
ASTP CCU Test Unit
Earphone
Audio Center Outputs to CM
S-Band Xmtr
VHF/AM Xmtr
Recorder
Docking Module ACE Output
to VHF/FM Xmtr
l0 dBm to 17 dBm dBm
0 dBm -!^	 3 _dBm dBm
0 dBm ± 3 dBm dBm
0.50 1'rms	 to
1.•13 Vrms Vrms
10 dBm to 17 dBm dBm
0.5 Vrms to --
10 dBm to 17 dBm dBm
0 dBm ± 3 dB dBm
0 dBm ± 3 dB dBm
0.5 Vrms to
1...13	 Vrms Vrms
0.5 Vrms to
1.0 Vrms Vrms
Panel No./ Switch/Control Position Panel No./ Switch/Control PositionFunction Function
9 Mode Intercom/F'"'' 6 Power Audio
VOX Sens 5 Master Volume S
Pad Comm Switch OFF Intercom Switch T/R
Pad Comm Volume 1 Intercom Volume 5
S-Band Switch T/R VHF/AM Switch OFF
S-Band Volume 5 VHF/AM Volume 1
Audio Control NORM
Suit Power ON 10 Mode Intercom/PTT
VHF RNG NORM VOX Sens Mid-range
Power Audio Master Volume Mid-range
Master Volume S Power Audio
Intercom. Switch T/R Suit Power ON
Intercom Volume 5 Intercom Value Mid-range
VHF/AM Switch. OFF Intercom Swt^tch TR
VHF/AM Volume 1 Phone/Mike Conn OFF
Audio Control Norm
6 Mode Intercom/PTT
VOX Sens 5 Soyuz 2B Vdc PowerT.r_terface Circuit Breaker ON
Pad Comm Switch OFF
Pad. Comm Volume 1 28 Vdc 28 Vdc Power
S-Band Switch T/R Power,Audio Center Circuit Breaker ON
S-Band Volume 5
Audio Control NORM
Suit Power ON
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TABLE VIII.— CONFIGURATION OF THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR 	 ^^^
i FOR FUNCTIONAL CHECKS 	 ^^
Mode Switch
Position
Conditions
Effected
Intercom/PTT Continuous Intercom Transmit
PTT RF Tran:smit (S-Band and VHF/AM)
PTT PTT Interco;	 Transmit
PTT RF Transmit (S-Band and VHF/AM)
VOX VOX (Voice Operated Transmit) Intercom
Voice RF Transmit (S-Band and VHF/AM)
,,^,^.	 rr^
TABLE IX.— MODE SWITCH OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR
THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
L:
... _._
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TABLE X.— CONFIGURATION FOR TESTING BACKUP MODES. OF OPERATION
OF THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
Initial Conditions: Configure pex table VIII.
Panel
No.
Switch /
Control position Requirements
6 Power OFF
Audio Control Backup
9 Power OFF Panel 6 receives from Panel 10
Panel 6 transmits via Panel 10
6 Audio Control Normal.
10 Audio Control Backup
9 Power ON Panel 10 receives from Panel. 9
Panel 10 transmits via Panel 9
6 Power ON
10 Power OFF
9 Audio Control Backup Panel 9 receives from Panel 6
Panel 9 transmits via Panel 6 r	
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TABLE XI.— CONTINiJITY CHECKS BETWEEN THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND
i AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR AND THE SOYUZ INTERFACE CABLE
x^
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Measurement., Ohms
Measure Between
Criteria Data
ASTP CCU Test ASTP Cable Comm
Unit to J647(6) Test Unit No.	 3
PTT Xmit (Red) 13 <	 0.8
PTT Xmit (Blk) 14 <	 0.8
Mike (Red) 10 <	 0.8
Mike (Blk) 11 <	 0.8
Earphone (Red) 5 <	 0.8
Earphone (Blk) 6 <	 0.8
Simulator's
Soyuz Interface
(28 Vdc Circuit Breaker ---- ---- ----
OFF)
28 Vdc
^...•_W..
Soyuz (Red) 2 Infinity _
__........--^
Soyuz (Blk) 3 <	 0.8
Simulator's Docking -
Module TV ---- ---- °--°
Center Pin J3/1 Center Pin <1Q.0 C_	
.^-^w^,^•^
Shield J3/1 Shield <	 0.6
,-
!
Simulator's Ground
Terminal. 4 <	 1.0
Simulator's Soyuz Interface ^^
(28 Vdc Circuit Breaker ON) ---- ---- ^	 ---•-
28 Vdc
Soyuz (Red) 2 <	 0.8
wSoyuz (Blk) 3 <	 0.9
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FTABLE XII.— CONTINUITY CHECKS BETWEEN THE ASTP COMM AND
AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR'S FUSES AND
THE SOYUZ INTERFACE CABLE
Fuse Holder
Terminal
of Fuse No.
ASTP Cable Comm
Test Unit No. 3
Terminal No.
Measurement, Ohms
Criteria Daza
F7	 ^ 7 <	 0.4
F12 12 <	 0.4
F19 19 <	 0.4
F18 18	
^
<	 0.6
F17
_ _
17 <	 0.6
F16 16 <	 0.6
F15 15 <	 0.6
FZ 8 <	 0.6
F1 9 <	 0.6
,,
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TABLE XIII.— VOLTAGE CHECKS BETWEEN THE ASTP CABLE COMM
AND AUDIO .SYSTEM SIMULATOR AND THE SOYUZ INTERFACE CABLE
u,
NV
Condition Measurement Point
Measurement, Vdc
Criteria Data
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
28 Vdc Circuit Breaker - .OFF
ASTP Cable Comm Test Unit No. 3
10	 (Red +)	 and 11 (Blk -) 0
5 (Red +) and 6 (Blk -) 0
13 (Red +) and 14 (Blk -) 0
2 (Red +) and 3 (Bk -) 0
J3/1 Center Pin (+) and
J3/1 Shield (-) 0
4 (+) and Simulator's
Ground Terminal (-) 0
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
28 Vdc Circuit Breaker - ON
10 (Red +) and 11 (Blk -) 0
5 (Red +) and 6 (Blk -) 0
13 (Red +) and 14 (Blk -) 0
2 (Red +) and 3 (Blk -) 28	
-3 •
J3/1 Center Pin (+) and
J3/1 Shield (-)
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_	 TABLE XIV.— CONTINUITY CHECKS BETWEEN THE ASTP CABLE COMM
, ^, 1
	AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR AND THE USA J-BOX
(REFERENCE FIGURE 10)
Measure Between
Measurement, Ohms
Criteria Data
.ASTP CCU Test Unit
'Connected to
Simulator's J647(6)
ASTP CCU Test Unit
Connected to USA J-Box
Audio 1
J-Box Power - OFF
J-Box Audio Power - OFF
----- ----
PTT Xmit (Red) PTT Xmit (Red) Less than 1.4
PTT Xmit (Blk) PTT Xmit (Blk) Less than 1.4
Mike (Red) Mike (Red) Less than 1.4
Mike (Blk) Mike (Blk) Less than 1.4
Earphone (Red) Earphone
	 ( .Red) Less than 1:4
Earphone (Blk) Earphone (Blk) Less than 1.4
Suit/Chassis Gnd Suit/Chassis Gnd Less than 1.4
i Simulator's Soyuz
Interface (28 Vdc
Circuit Breaker OFF)
28 Vdc (Simulator)
----- ----- ----
Soyuz (Red) Left Mike Power (Red) Infinity
Soyuz (Red) Right Mike Power (Red) Infinity
Soyuz (Blk) Left Mike Power (Blk) Less than 0.8
Soyuz (Blk) Right Mike Power (Blk) Less than 0.8
Soyuz (Red)
J-Box Audio Power - ON
Left Mike Power . (Red) Infinity
Soyuz Right Mike Power (Red) Infinity
Simulator's Soyuz
Interface (28 Vdc
Circuit Breaker ON}
28 Vdc (Simulator)
----- ----- ----
Soyuz (Red) 'Left Mike-Power	 (Red) 465.+	 l00
Soyuz (Red) Right Mike Power (Red) 465 ± 10^
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TABLE XIV.— CONTINUITY CHECKS BETWEEN THE ASTP CABLE COMM
,^^.,	 ^	 AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR AND THE USA J-BOX
(REFERENCE FIGURE 10} — Continued
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Measure Between
Measure^ient, Ohms
Criteria Data
ASTP CCU Test iJnit
Connected to
Simulator's J647(6)
ASTP CCU Test Unit
Connected to USA J-Box
Audio 2
J-Box Audio Power - OFF
----- ---
PTT Xmit (Red) PTT Xmit (Red) Less than 1.4
rTT Xmit (Blk) PTT Xmit (Blk) Less than 1.4
Mike (Red) Mike (Red) Less than 1.4
Mike (Blk) Mike (Blk) Less than 1.4
Earphone (Red) Earphone (Red) Less than 1.4
Earphone (Blk) Earphone (Blk) Less than 1.4
Suit/Chassis. Gnd Suit/Chassis Gnd Less than 1.4
Simulator's Soyuz
Interface (28-Vdc
Circuit Breaker OFF)
28 Vdc (Simulator)
----- ----- ---
Soyuz (Red) Left Mike Power (Red) Infinity
Soyuz	 (Red) Right Mike Power (Red) Infinity
Soyuz	 (Blk) Left Mike Power (Blk) Less than 0.8
Soyuz	 (Blk) Right Mike Power (Blk) Less tha;^ 0.8
J-Box Audio Power - ON
Soyuz (Red) Left Mike Power (Red) Infinity
Soyuz	 (Red) Right Mike Power (Red.) Infinity
Simulator's Soyuz
Interface (28-Vdc
Circuit Breaker ON)
28 Vdc (Simulator)
_____ _____ ___
Soyuz (Red) Left .Mike Power (Red) 465 ± l0a
Soyuz (Red} Right Mike Power (Red} 465 ± 100
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TABLE XIV.— CONTINUITY CHECKS BETWEEN THE ASTP CABLE COMM
AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR AND THE USA J-BOX
(REFERENCE FIGURE 10) — Concluded
Measure Between
Measurement, Ohms
Criteria Data
ASTP CCU Test Unit
Connected to
Simulator's^J647(6)
USA J-Box
----- ---
Suit/Chassis Gnd Utility Power Jack-S Less than 1.4
Chassis
Audio Power - OFF
Less than 1.4
28 Vdc (Simulator)
Soyuz (Red) Utility Power Jack-1 Infinity
Soyuz (Blk) Utility Power Jack-3 Less than 1.0
Soyuz (Red) TV Power Jack-A Infinity
Soyuz (B1k) TV Power Jack-B Less than 1.0
Power - ON -------------
Soyuz	 (Red) Utility Power Jack-1 Less than 1,0-
Soyuz (Red) TV Power Jack-A Less than 1.0
Simulator's Dock^n,^
Module TV Jack
_______ _____ ____
Center Pin S-TV-3 Center Pin Less than 10.0
Shield S-TV-3 Shield Less than 10.0
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TABLE XV.— VOLTAGE CHECKS BETWEEN THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
AND THE USA J-BOX (REFERENCE FIGURE 10)
Condition Measurement Point
Measurement, Vdc
Criteria Data
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
28 Vdc Circuit Breaker - OFF
ASTP CCU Test Unit: Connected
to USA J-Box Audio 1.
J-Box Power - OFF
J-Box Audio Power - OFF
----
----
----
----
PTT Xmit:	 Red	 (+), Blk	 (-) 0
Mike: Red	 (+),	 Blk (-) 0
Earphone: Red	 (+), Blk (-) 0
Left Mike Power ---- ----
Right Mike Power ---- ----
Suit/Chassis Gnd	 (+), J-Box	 (-)* 0
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
28 Vdc Circuit Breaker - ON
PTT Xmit:	 Red (+), Blk (-) 0
Mike:	 Red	 (+),	 Blk	 (-) 0
Earphone:	 Red (+), Blk (-) 0
Left Mike Power 0
Red	 (+) , Blk	 (-) 0
Right Mike Power
Red.	 (+) ,	 Blk	 (-)
quit/Chassis Gnd (+), J-Box	 (-)*
0
0
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
23 Vdc Circuit Breaker - ON
•
ASTP CCU Test Unit: Connected to
USA J-Box, Audio 1
J=Box Audio Power - ON ---- ----
PTT Xmit: Red (+), Blk (-) 0
,.	 .
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..TAGE CHECKS BETWEEN THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
AND THE USA J-BOX (REFERENCE FIGURE 10) — Continued
Condition Measurement Point Measurement, Vdc
Criteria Data
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
28 Vdc Circuit Breaker - OFF
ASTP CCU Test Unit: Connected
to USA J-Box Audio 2
J-Box Power - OFF
J-Box Audio Power - OFF
----
----
----
----
PTT Xmit:	 Red (+), Blk (-) 0
Mike:	 Red	 (+), Blk	 (-) 0
Earphone:	 Red (+), Blk (-) 0
Left Mike Power ---- ----
Red	 (+),	 Blk	 (-) 0
Right Mike Power ---- ----
Suit/Chassis Gnd (+), J-Box (-)* 0
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
28 Vdc Circuit Breaker - ON
PTT Xmit:	 Red	 (+), Blk	 (-) 0
Mike:	 Red	 (+), Blk	 (-) 0
Earphone:	 Red (+), Blk (-) 0
Zeft Mike Power 0
Red	 (+),	 Blk	 (-) 0
Right Mike Power
Red	 (+),	 Blk (-) 0
Suit/Chassis Gnd (+), J-Box 	 (-)* 0
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
28 Vdc Circuit Breaker - ON
ASTP CCU Test Unit: Connected. to
USA J-Box, Audio 2
J-Box Audio Power - ON ---- ----
PTT Xmit:	 Red (+), Blk	 (-) 0
Mike:	 Red.(+),	 Blk	 (-) 0
Earphone:	 Red	 (+), Blk (-) 0
Left Mike Power -	 -
Red	 (+) , Blk	 (-) 28±3
Ri ht Mike Power ---- -	 -
Red	 (+),	 Blk	 (-) 28+4
Suit/Chassis Gnd (+), J-Box (-)* 0
J-Box Audio Power - OFF
Remove ASTP CCU Test Unit
from. Audio 2.
---- ----
*Use most sensitive scale on voltmeter.
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TABLE XV.- VOLTAGE CHECKS BETWEEN THE ASTP CABLE COMM AND AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
AND THE USA J-BOX (REFERENCE FIGURE 10) -Concluded
Condition Measurement Point
Measurement, Vdc
Crzteria Data
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
28 Vdc Circuit Breaker - OFF
USA J-Box
Utility Power Jack
----
----
----
----
TV Power Jack: A (+), B (-) 0
TV Signal Jack ____ ____
Center Pin (+), Shield (-) 0
Audio^l:	 35	 (+),	 36	 (-) -0
Audio	 2:	 35	 (+),	 36	 (-) 0
Simulator's Soyuz Interface
28 Vdc Circuit Breaker - ON Utility Power Jack ---- ----
TV Power Jack: A (+), B (-) 0
TV Signal Jack ___: ____
Center Pin (+), 	 Shield (-) 0
Audio 1:	 35	 (+),	 36	 (-) 0
Audio	 2:	 35	 (+),	 36	 (-) 0
Audio Power - ON ---- ----
Power - ON ---- ----
Utilit	 Power Jack ---- ----
-3
1	 +	 5 0
TV Power Jack: A (+), B 	 (-) 28+
-3
TV Signal Jack ---- ----
Center Pin (+	 Shield	 - 0
Audio	 1:	 35	 (+),	 36	 (-) 28+
-3
Audio	 2:	 35	 (+),	 36	 (-) 28+4
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'	 TABLE XVI.— CROSSTALK MEASUREMENTS ON THE EMC TEST CONFIGURATION
^''^	 ON THE AUDIO AND TV LINES
	
+> ^	 Initial Conditions: Confi ure er fi ure 11 and. table I.
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.Measurement, dBm
Signal Generator 600 ohm Measurement Point
Criteria. DataInput (0 dBm) Terminations with rms Voltmeter
ASTP CCU Test Unit ASTP CCU Test Unit
No.	 1 -Mike No. 1 - Earphone
ASTP CCU Test Unit ------ ----- ---_-
No. 2 - Earphone
- Mike
ASTP CCU Test Unit
No.	 2 -Earphone <-50
TV Line (Both Ends) TV Line <-50
ASTP CCU Test Unit ASTP CCU Test Unit
No. 1 - Earphone No.	 1 -Mike
ASTP CCU Test Unit ------ ---- ----
No. 2 - Earphone
- Mike
ASTP CCU Test Unit
No.	 2 -Mike <-50
TV Line (Both Ends) TV Line <-50
TV Line ASTP CCU Test Unit
No. 1 - Earphone
. -Mike '
' ASTP CCU Test Unit
No.	 'L -Earphone
-Mike
TV Line (Receiving
End)
ASTP CCU Test Unit
No.	 2
Earphone . <-50
Mike <-50
,'
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SOYUZ
POWER SUPPLY 1
28 + 1 Vdc,	 AUDIO
1.5 AMPERES
ASTP CABLE COMM	 I
AND
AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
POWER SUPPLY 2	 /	 U^SOYliZ__ -
	 C(
28 +4 Vdc	 -v' 0------------
-3	 '
3,6 AMPERES
v,
w
^	
_
.POWER SUPPLY 3	 -
12 + 1 Vdc,
3.0 AMPERES
POWER SUPPLY 4
24-27 Vdc,
4.0 AMPERES	 -
.Figure 1. —Power supply requirements for the EMC test configuration
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.FigureL. —ASTP Cable Comm and Audio System Simulator and Interface Cable.
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'f	 Figure 3. -USA. Cable Communications System in SOYUZ (or test equivalent mockup).
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^_	 i
ASTP CCU	 OSCILLATOR	 OSCILLOSCOPE	 RMS
TEST UNIT	 HP 204B	 TEKTRONIX	 VOLTMETER321	 HP 403B
Figure 5. –Configuration for preparing the ASTP Cable ;."ommunications
and Audio System Simulator for Power Checks.
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Figure 6. —Configuration for measuring quiescent conditions of the
ASTP Cable Comm and audio System Simulator.
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OSCILLATOR
ASTP CABLE COMM AND	 HP 204B
'	 I(	 AUDIO SYSTEM SIMULATOR
(PN-SEF36113458-301)
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^	 Figure 7. —Configuration for measuring dynamic performance of the
ASTP Cable .Communications and Audio System Simulator.
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Figure 8. —Configuration for making functional checks of the
ASTP Cable Comm and . Audio System. Simulator.
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Figure 9, -Configuration for performing continuity and voltage checks
between the ASTP Cable Comm and Audio System Simulator and
the Soyuz Interface-Gable.
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^^^ Figure 10. —Configuration for performing continuity and voltage checks
between the ASTP Cable .Comm and Audio System Simulator
and the USA J-Box.
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Figure 11. —Configuration for making crosstalk measurements on the
EMC test configuration.
